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          Powered by the Digitex blockchain
          
        

      


      
      
      
        
        
            Decentralized casino & Layer 3 blockchain.      
        

        

          

            

            
              Digitex Knowledge Base
            
  

        
  
        
      

    

  

  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
  

  





  
    
      Non-custodial casino & blockchain
   
           
        Win More on 

        
      

      
      
          Revolutionizing decentralized gambling with free bet placement and instant payouts on our own dedicated Layer 3 blockchain.
      

    

    
      

          	
            


              
            

            Free Bet Placement
          
          	
            
            
                Zero gas fees on bets transforms the decentralized betting experience into something more 
                resembling a centralized casino where even the smallest bet sizes are viable and welcome.               
            

            
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            Zero Fees & Zero House Edge
          
          	
            
            
                You pay zero fees on your winnings when betting with DGTX tokens and 3% fees on winnings when betting 
                with ETH, USDC, USDT or ARB. Reduced fees when you hold a High Rollers NFT. 
            

            
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            No KYC or Depositing Funds
          
          	
            
                No need for KYC, registration or depositing funds. You send your bets directly to our 
               trustless smart contracts on the Digitex blockchain. It's impossible for us 
                to hold back or steal your funds.
                
            

            
          



        
      
    

  
    
  






  

  
  
  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
    
      
        Layer 3 Arbitrum Rollup

        The Digitex Blockchain

        
            With our own Layer 3 chain, built using Arbitrum's battle-tested technology, players on Digitex enjoy free bet placement, instant 
            transaction finality, dedicated blockspace for our games and Ethereum-level security.
        
    
      
     
    


    
      
        
          Learn more
        
     
          
      
    

    
    

        	Average block time
	250ms




      
        	Transaction finality
	< 250ms




      
        	Average transaction cost*
	$0.001




      
        	Gas token
	ETH



    
    
  

  * Gas fees on transactions to our game smart contracts are subsidized by 
  Digitex meaning the average transaction cost to place a bet is actually zero.






  
    
      DGTX Tokenomics

      
        Win more with 

        
      

      
          
          Pay zero fees on your winnings when betting with DGTX tokens. 
      

      

                               
                  Buy DGTX on Uniswap
              
 

      

      DGTX on CoinMarketCap
  
      DGTX on Etherscan

    

    
    
      
        
          
          

              	Max Supply
	9,200,000,000




            
              	Circ Supply
	9,200,000,000




            
              	Market Cap
	$398,353




            
              	DGTX price
	$0.000043



          
        

      

    

    
      

          	
            


              
            

            0% fees on DGTX Winnings
          
          	
              Bet with DGTX tokens and pay zero fees on your winnings, meaning there's no edge working against you.
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            Deflationary Tokenomics
          
          	
              One quarter of house earnings will be used to buy DGTX tokens from the circulating supply, a third of which will be burned.
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            No more DGTX can be minted
          
          	
              The DGTX minting keys have been burned, meaning that it's impossible to mint any more DGTX ever again for any reason.
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            Truly Decentralized
          
          	
              The DGTX owner keys have been burned, making DGTX a truly decentralized cryptocurrency under nobody's control.
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            100% of Supply in Circulation
          
          	
              100% of the Total Supply of DGTX tokens are already circulating - the project and team have no tokens to dump.
          




        
          	
            


              
            

            Greatest Comeback in Crypto?
          
          	
              The DGTX market cap reached over $100 million on three separate occasions in 2018, 2019 & 2020. Ready to try again?
          




      
    

  






  

  
  
  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
  

  
    
    
      
      
                
          
            
              
            

            
              Become a Liquidity Provider. Read more

            

          

        
      

      
      
        
        
          BetFi: Be The House

        

        
            Deposit your ETH, USDC, USDT, ARB or DGTX liquidity into the House Bankroll smart contract to earn your share of fees & gambling profits. 
        

        
          
            
              Learn more
            
     
              
          
        

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
  

  





  
    
      Digitex Roadmap

      
        Development Roadmap
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                                            DGTX Minting & Admin Keys Burned  - Q2 2023
                                            No more DGTX can be minted for any reason
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                
                                    

                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                            Provably Fair RNG  - Q2 2023
                                            Provably fair random numbers generated and proofs posted on-chain. Players can click link to instantly verify every game result
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Digitex Blockchain Devnet - Q3 2023
                                        Developer version of Layer 3 Arbitrum Rollup chain deployed and being tested, development continuing
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        NFT Minting Mechanism - Q3 2023
                                        Mint your Digitex High Rollers Club NFT to pay reduced fees on winnings and earn rewards
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Trading Game - Q3 2023
                                        Game UI and smart contract built and being tested, development continuing
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Wallet UI - Q3 2023
                                        Wallet UI built that displays and sends token balances on 3 different chains (Ethereum, Arbitrum & Digitex)
                                        
                                    

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    Cross-Chain Token Bridge - Q4 2023
                                    Bridge tokens between Ethereum, Arbitrum & Digitex blockchains
                                    
                                

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    Digitex Blockchain Testnet Launch - Q4 2023
                                    Public version of Layer 3 Arbitrum Rollup chain deployed on testnet with block explorer website and public RPC endpoint
                                    
                                

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    House Bankroll Smart Contract - Q4 2023
                                    Develop & test liquidity pool smart contract that pays out winning bets and rewards liquidity providers
                                    
                                

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    Digitex Casino Testnet Launch - Q4 2023
                                    Casino platform & first game launched on the Digitex blockchain testnet using testnet tokens
                                    
                                

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    More Betting Games - Q1 2024
                                    Design, develop and test more betting game UIs & smart contracts
                                    
                                

                                
	
                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                    Digitex Blockchain Mainnet - Q2 2024
                                    Public version of Layer 3 Arbitrum Rollup chain deployed on mainnet with block explorer website and public RPC endpoint
                                    
                                

                                
	   
                                    
             
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Digitex Casino Mainnet Launch - Q2 2024
                                        Casino platform launched on the Digitex blockchain mainnet
                                        
                                    

                                
	        
                                    
        
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Affiliate Program - Q2 2024
                                        Automated & trustless payments made to affiliates who refer players to the platform
                                        
                                    

                                
	          
                                    
      
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        DGTX Buyback & Burn - Q2 2024
                                        Daily buyback & burn of DGTX tokens from Uniswap using portion of fees on winnings
                                        
                                    

                                
	                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        Digitex Validator Program - Q3 2024
                                        DGTX staking program for Digitex blockchain node operators & validators
                                        
                                    

                                


                        
                    

                                 
            

          
        

      

    

    
  






  

  
  
  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
  

  
    
    
      

          
            
              
            

            
              Mint your High Roller NFT now. 
            

          


      

      
      
        
        
          Digitex High Rollers Club

        

        
            Earn a share of house earnings and get substantial rebates on your fees on winnings. 
        

                

            
              Mint Now
            
     

          
        

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
      
        
          
          
        
      
    
  

  











  
  
  
  
  
    
    
      
        The Digitex Protocol

        A Decentralized Gambling Ecosystem

        
            Digitex is a non-custodial set of smart contracts on a dedicated Layer 3 blockchain that trustlessly 
            pays out the winners and automatically rewards the 3% fees on winnings to the liquidity providers, affiliate 
            marketers, game developers, validators and High Rollers who power the protocol.
        

        
         
      
      

      
      
    

    
    
3% Fee on Winnings Is Split As Follows:

      
        	Shared proportionately with liquidity providers who act as the House
	1%



      
      
        	Spent on automated daily buy back of DGTX, one third of which is burned
	0.75%




      
        	Shared amongst members of the High Rollers Club
	0.25%




      
        	Paid to the affiliate marketer or friend who referred the Player
	0.5%




      
        	Paid to the game developer whose UI the bet was placed through
	0.25%




      
        	Paid to the Digitex blockchain chain validators
	0.25%



    
  

  





  
    
      
        
          

          
        

      

      
        
          
            
            
          
          
            
            Decentralized finance protocols like Digitex protect our users with the immutable and verifiable laws of code and mathematics that 
            are consistently and predictably enforced in real-time. Any government agency that 
                    seeks to curb its citizens' rights to engage in non-custodial and decentralized economic activities on a public blockchain in favor of their own corrupt 
                    and flawed system is clearly not motivated by protecting consumers. 
            

            
            
            
            
          

          
            Adam Todd

            HMFIC at Digitex
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